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DIRICHLET FORMS ASSOCIATED WITH

HYPERCONTRACnVE SEMIGROUPS

BY

JAMES G. HOOTON

Abstract. We exhibit a class of probability measures on R" such that the

associated Dirichlet form is represented by a selfadjoint operator A and

such that e~tA is a hypercontractive semigroup of operators. The measures

are of the form dp m Q2 dx where Q has classical first derivatives and Lp

second derivatives, p determined by n.

1. Introduction. Given a probability measure p on R", we have an

associated Dirichlet form

h(u, v) = f   Vu- "Vö dp.
•/R"

For Gauss measure, dv = (2w)_n/2e~jc2/2 dx, it is well known that the

selfadjoint operator Au = — Au + x • V« associated with the Dirichlet form

generates a hypercontractive semigroup on the spaces Z/(R", dv), 1 < p < oo

(see e.g. [7] or [11]).

L. Gross [4] developed a relationship between logarithmic Sobolev inequali-

ties for a positive selfadjoint operator A and hypercontractivity of the

semigroup e~u. J.-P. Eckmann [2] used this relationship to prove hyper-

contractivity for a class of measures of the form dp = ß2 dx where ß is

strictly positive, spherically symmetric, and C°° away from the origin.

Eckmann gave conditions on a potential V which guarantee that — A + V

is a positive selfadjoint operator on F2(R", dx) which has a strictly positive

eigenfunction ß (taken to be normalized) corresponding to the eigenvalue 0.

For such a function ß, multiplication by ß_1 is a unitary map from

L2(R", dx) to the probability space L2(R", ß2 dx). He showed that - A + V

corresponds via the map ß-1 to a selfadjoint operator A on L2(R", ß2 dx)

associated with the Dirichlet form, and that A generates a hypercontractive

semigroup.

Instead of imposing conditions on potentials in order to produce measures,

we have chosen to examine, in general, properties of a measure which imply

hypercontractivity. The purpose of this paper is (i) to determine conditions on
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238 J. G. HOOTON

a probability measure p on R" which guarantee existence of a selfadjoint

Dirichlet operator associated with the Dirichlet form and (ii) to determine

additional conditions which guarantee the hypercontractivity of e~tA.

In §2, we fix a natural domain Dom(A) for the Dirichlet form h, and show

that for measures of the form dp = ß2 dx where ß is a continuous nonnega-

tive function with L2 first derivatives, an associated operator exists on

Dom(A), namely

, Vß • Vu
Ä--A--2—ç—.

If H is essentially selfadjoint on Dom(A), then H is a positive selfadjoint

operator whose behavior is determined by the behavior of h.

Suppose dp = ß2 dx where ß is C ' with I? second derivatives. Under the

unitary map ß, H is transformed into the operator

Aß
Sxf, - -A* + -g- *

for ib G ß Dom(A) c L2(Rn, dx). We have chosen Dom(A) so that ß Dom(A)

D C¿°(R"), hence 5 is a perturbation of -A on the domain C0°°(R"). Using

standard results about perturbations of —A, we can impose conditions on

Aß/ß so that S is essentially selfadjoint on ß Dom(A), in which case H is

essentially selfadjoint on Dom(A).

Given a positive selfadjoint operator A, the semigroup e~u is automati-

cally positivity preserving and ZZ-contractive, as is shown in §3. Theorem 4.5

generalizes Gross' Theorem 6 in [4] which indicates that if the operator A

satisfies a given logarithmic Sobolev inequality, then e~u is hypercontractive.

Finally, in §5, we place additional conditions on the measures discussed in

§2, exhibiting a class of measures which satisfy the conditions of Theorem

4.5. We do not impose additional differentiability conditions on ß, thereby

showing that the C " condition used by Eckmann [2] is more restrictive than

necessary.

2. Essential self adjointness of the associated operator. We begin with stan-

dard definitions from the theory of distributions. We denote by ^(R") =

C™ÇRn) the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in

R", and by ^'(R") the set of distributions on R". A multi-index is a vector

a = (aj, . . ., a„) whose entries are nonnegative integers. For/ G ^'(R"), we

write

We also write

dx     Jx<'        dx,dxj    Jx*
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when convenient. All derivatives are taken in the weak (^'(R")) sense. We

note that for a sufficiently differential function /, the weak derivative Daf is

the classical derivative. The gradient of /, denoted Vf, is defined by Vf =

(fx, • • •, fx)', the Laplacian, denoted A/, is defined by

v-!,/„.
For a measure p on R", Z/(R", dp) represents the standard V space with

respect to p. LfcJJL", dp) is the set of all functions / such that / G LP(K, dp)

for all compact sets K c R". Lebesgue measure on R" is represented by dx.

Consider a probability measure p on R" and set % = L2(R", dp). For u,

v G %, the inner product is written

<"> v}dn = [  uvdp.

Definition. We define the Dirichlet form h by

h(u, v) = f   Vu- Ve dp

with domain Dom(A) = {u G C1^") such that D°u is bounded for |o| < 1

and D«uG% for \a\ = 2}.

Definition. We say that h is represented by a Dirichlet operator H if there

exists on % an operator H with Don^/i) d Dom(A) such that

h(u, v) = (Hu, v}^

for all u, v G Dom(A). We sometimes refer to H as the operator associated

with the Dirichlet form h.

We suppose now that p is a measure on R" such that dp = fi2 dx where ß

satisfies

(i) ß G C(R"), ß > 0 on R",

(ü) Z)°ß G L2(R", dx), \a\ < 1,

(iii) /„„fi2 dx = 1.

For u G Dom(A), we have t^ß2 G C(R") n L'(R", dx) and (w^ß% = «^^ß2

+ lufîii^ G L'(R", ¿x) for i = 1,. .., 7i. Hence for v G C'(Rn) such that

D"v is bounded for |a| < 1, it follows, by doing a standard integration by

parts calculation using distribution theory, that

f  Vu~Vv~ S?dx= (  (-(Au)Q2-2(VQ-Vu)Q)vdx
•V •/R"

where we adapt the convention that Vß(x)/ß = 0 if ß(x) = 0. In particular,

the Dirichlet form h on L2(R", dp) is represented by
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Hu-Aw-2(Vß • V«)/ß

with Dom(/í) taken to be Dom(A).

An essential part of the above integration by parts calculation consists in a

product rule for distributions, namely for f, g G C(R") such that f G

Z/(R", dx), 1 < p < co, orfx¡ G L^ÇR") n C(R") and g^ G ¿¿..(R", dx), we

have

(fg)x, = fgx,  + fx.8-

We will encounter similar integration by parts and product rule calculations

throughout this paper.

Remark. Henceforth h will represent the Dirichlet form for the measure

considered and H the associated operator on % = L2(R", dp). We set once

and for all Dom(A) = Dom(.iO = {u G Cl(R") such that D"u is bounded for

|«| < 1 and Dau G % for \a\ = 2}.

Remark. We will see shortly that our choice of Dom(A) is useful in proving

essential selfadjointness of the associated operator H for a wide class of

measures. We have tried to restrict second derivatives as little as possible

while still obtaining H as a map from Dom(A) into %. Gross [4] and

Eckmann [2] used as domain for the Dirichlet form {u G C2(R") such that

Dau is bounded for \a\ < 2). This domain is too restrictive for measures

which are less smooth than those which they considered. It will become

evident that the results of Gross and Eckmann hold on our larger domain.

Remark. It does not seem as if p can be much more singular and have a

Dirichlet form represented in our sense by an operator. For example, if a

measure on R1 is not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure, then it can be shown that the Dirichlet form is not closable. An

associated operator would necessarily be symmetric and hence could only

represent a closable form. Or if dp = ß2 dx where ß is not continuous, then

the domain Dom(//) must be adjusted to accommodate the discontinuities, a

task which will not be undertaken in this paper.

In determining whether the operator H is essentially selfadjoint, it will be

advantageous to consider multiplication by ß as inducing an isomorphism of

the spaces % = L2(R", ß2 dx) with L2(R", dx). For ß suitably restricted,

S = ß/fß-1 is a well-known operator on L2(R", dx). By appealing to the

essential selfadjointness of S and applying the isomorphism ß, we will show

that H is essentially selfadjoint.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose dp = ß2 dx where

(i) ß G C'(R"), ß > 0 on R",

(Ü) D°ß G L2(Rn, dx)for \a\ < 2,

(iii) /„. ß2 dx = 1.
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Then for all ^ GQ Dom(H) = {ß«: u G Dom(H)}, we have Sip = - A\p +

Vyp where

fAß/ß     ifü=¿0,
~ [0 ifQ = 0.

Proof. Suppose «^ = Qu, u G Dom(H). Then «^ = ß^« + ßt^ and i^ =

Qx¡xu + 2QXiux¡ + Q«w. Aip is in L2(R", dx) and we calculate

S(tf = Q(Hu) =-82  «„ - 2 2 « 0   = -A* + K*.
/-i ¿—i

Hence the lemma follows.

H is positive (hence symmetric) on its domain so that it certainly has a

selfadjoint extension, namely its Friedrich's extension. If H is essentially

selfadjoint, i.e. if the operator closure of H (denoted H) is selfadjoint, then

the behavior of the Dirichlet form on the natural domain Dom(A) uniquely

determines the behavior of the selfadjoint extension.

Remark. For the remainder of this paper we will assume that ß(x) > 0 for

all x G R". It should be mentioned that there are examples of measures with

supports other than R" such that the associated operator is essentially

selfadjoint on Dom(A), but the proofs do not fit into the general theory which

we are presenting here.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose dp = ß2 dx where

(i) ß G C'(R"), ß(x) > Ofor all x G R",

(Ü) D"Q G L2(R", dx), \a\ < 2,

(in) /H-82 dx = 1,

(iv) V~ - - min(0, V) G L'(R", dx) + L°°(Rn) for some p >2,p> n/2.

Then H is essentially selfadjoint on Dom(H) = {u G Cl(R") such that D°u

is bounded for \a\ < 1 and D°u G % for \a\ = 2}.

Proof. If we define Dom(5) = C000(R'*), then S is essentially selfadjoint by

a theorem of Kato [6] which states that if V+ = max(F, 0) G I^JR", dx)

and V~ G LP(R", dx),p as above, then — A + V is essentially selfadjoint on

Co°(R"). We have V+ G L^JR") since ß is locally bounded away from zero.

Lemma 2.3. With Dom(5) = C¿°(Rn),

ß_,Dom(S) c Dom(H) c ß_iDom(5 )

or equivalently,

Dom(S) c ß Dom(tf) c Dom(S )

where S represents the operator closure of S.
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Proof. First inclusion. For ip G C™(R"), u = ii~l\p, we have ux¡ =

— Q~2Qx¡p + ß-1»^, which is bounded and continuous. And u^ =

2Q-3(Qxf\P - ß~2ß^ - 2Q.-2Q.xypx¡ + ß~V^ wtúch is in %.
Second inclusion. For « G Dom(//), \p = ßw, we showed in the proof of

Lemma 2.1 that tp has continuous first derivatives and second derivatives in

L2(R", dx). \p is thus in the domain of the closed operator — A. And «¿/ is in the

domain of the operator V = VI, where I is the identity operator, since

(AQ/O)* = (Aß)« G L2(R", dx).

Thus xp G Dom(-A) n Dom(F) c Dom(S).

Remark. Given Gross' and Eckmann's domain for the Dirichlet operator

H, this lemma would not hold.

To complete the proof of the theorem, we note that since ß is an isomor-

phism of Hubert spaces, H is essentially selfadjoint on ß_lDom(5). Since H

is symmetric on the larger subspace Dom(H), it is a standard result that H is

essentially selfadjoint on Dom(H).

Remark. Condition (iii) is satisfied, for example, by any ß such that

Aß > 0 for |x| > R and Aß G Lp({x such that |x| < R), dx). (iii) is a

technical condition, used to insure the selfadjointness of S. Given a better

perturbation theorem, condition (iii) might be weakened.

Remark. A Dirichlet operator is positive, hence has an operator closure H,

a closed symmetric operator. In turn, H has a form closure h. It is easy to

show that h = h, where h is the closure of the Dirichlet form. In particular, if

the Dirichlet form h can be represented by an operator, then h is closable.

Moreover, by the representation theorem for closed positive forms (see for

example Theorem VI-(2.1) in [5]), A is represented by a selfadjoint operator

H. If H is itself selfadjoint, then it is easy to show that H = H.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.2 relies on standard results concerning

perturbations of — A on its natural domain C™(R"). For a more singular ß, H

no longer corresponds to a perturbation of — A on its natural domain. It can

be shown on R1 that the introduction of a simple jump into ß' does not affect

the essential selfadjointness of H, but the proof is rather involved. As an

example, however, it is not hard to show essential selfadjointness of the

Dirichlet operator associated with the measure dp = ß2 dx, ß(x) = e~\*\ on

R1.

3. Lp-contractive semigroups. In this section, we see that a selfadjoint

operator associated with the Dirichlet form on a probability space generates a

positivity preserving, L'-contractive semigroup. In §4 we will discuss addi-

tional conditions on the measure so that the operator generates a hyper-

contractive semigroup.

A set of operators { T,}ts[0 m* on a Banach space X is called a contraction
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semigroup if Tl+S = TtTs and ||r,|| < 1 for s, t G [0, oo), where || • || repre-

sents the operator norm. The infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup is

defined by

,.     / Tax) - x \

with domain consisting of all x such that the limit exists. A is a closed

operator. We adopt the notation T, = e~u.

It is a standard result that a positive selfadjoint operator A on a Hubert

space % is the generator of a (uniquely determined) contraction semigroup

onOC.
We say that a contraction semigroup {e~u} on L2(R", dp) is ZAcontrac-

tive if HéT'-yU, < U/H, for all/ G L2(R", dp) n Lp(Rn, dp), 1 < p < oo. It is
clear then that (e~M) is a contraction semigroup on LP(R", dp) for p > 2

and that {e~'H} is a contraction semigroup on LP(R", dp) for p < 2, the

closure taken in Lp. It is easy to show that the generator of the semigroup is

A\,r<umj¡.-Í for/? > 2, and the closure of A in Z/(R", dp) for/» < 2.

An operator A on a space L^tTl", dju) is called positivity preserving if A(f)

is positive whenever / is positive. A semigroup e~M, t G [0, oo), is called

positivity preserving if e~u is positivity preserving for each t.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose dp = ß2 dx is a probability measure on R" where

ß is a continuous, strictly positive function. If the Dirichlet form h can be

represented by an essentially selfadjoint operator H with Don\(H) = {u G

C'(R^) such that D"u is bounded for \a\ < 1, D°u G % for \a\ = 2}, then

{e-,Ä}re[0oo) is a positivity preserving semigroup of operators.

Proof. Throughout the proof, we write < • , •> = < • , •>,*, and h(u) =

h(u, u).

The first Beurling-Deny criterion (see Beurling, Deny [1] or Theorem

XIII.50 in [9]) gives several conditions on a positive selfadjoint operator A on

a Hubert space % = L2(R", dp) which are equivalent to e~u being positivity

preserving for all t > 0. We show that H satisfies one of these conditions,

namely: e~'H is reality preserving and

h(u + ) + *(«.) < h(u) (1)

for all real valued m in the domain of the form h associated with H, where

m+(x) = max(u(x), 0) and u_(x) = u+(x) — u(x).

For convenience, we write A = H. We let Q(A) denote the form domain of

A and note that Q(A) = Dom(A): Dom(A) is the closure of Dom(A) with

respect to the norm ||w||A = (||m|| + h(u))l/2. Equivalently, Q(A) is the closure

of Dom(H) = Dom(A) with respect to the norm ||«||ß = (||w||2 + </fu, w»,/2

= NI*.
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Lemma 3.2. Given the conditions of Proposition 3.1, e  u is reality preserving

for t > 0.

Proof. For «, e G Dom(H),

(Hü,v)=(    Vu ■ Vê" dp = {Hu, ö> = (Hü, e>.

Since conjugation is a continuous function, we have AU =Au for all u G

Dom(A). Next, for e G % and X > 0, let « - (^ + A)~'e (X G p(A)). Thus

e = (A + X)u and v = (A + X)u~, so

(A +Xy1v= (A +X)-1v. (2)

Finally, for e G %, t > 0, we have

e-Mt> =   lim   il - — a)  "e.
m-»oo   \ m       )

It follows from (2) that e_Me" = e'^v. Hence e~u is reahty preserving.

Continuation of proof of Proposition 3.1. The remainder of the proof

consists of showing that h(\u\) < h(u) for real valued u G Q(A), from which

equation (1) will follow. To this end, it is instructive to characterize the

elements of Q(A).

Since ß is continuous and strictly positive, % c ¿¿..(R", dx). Thus u G

Q(A) has weak derivatives ux,. . ., bl . We show that u^ G % for / =

1, . .., ti. Since u G Q(A), there exist uk G Dom(H) such that \\uk — u\\ -»0

and h(uk — u) -* 0 as k,j -» oo. Hence

JR"

so that {(uk)x } is Cauchy in 3C. Thus {(«fc)X/} -» e, in 5C and it is a standard

distribution theory result that e, = «^ for / = 1,. .., it.

In fact,

hi(u,v) = f   Vu-~V~Z dp

with Dom(A,) = {u G % such that u^ G %, i = 1, ..., ti} is a closed posi-

tive form and A, D A. By the representation theorem for closed positive

forms, there exists a selfadjoint operator Ar which represents A,. Since

AlZ)A,we have ^4, = y4 and thus A, = A. Hence Q(A) — {u G % such that

u^ G %, i = I, . . . , n} and for u G Q(A),

h(u)=[   \Vu\2dp.

Next, for real valued u G Q(A), we approximate \u\ by elements /„(m) G

Q(A) such that A(/„(«)) < A(u). This will lead us to the desired result,

Ä(|w|) < h(u).
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Consider on R

A for x < 0,
for x > 0,

and finally

,(*)«{;'

g(x) = T,(X2 -  1)

m(x) = g(x)/f g(x) dx.

Then q>(x) is an approximate identity on R which is symmetric with respect to

the origin.

We let /(x) = |x| on R and /m(x) = <pm *f(x) = /R„ <pm(x - y)f(y) dy

where <pm(x) = rmp(mx), m G Z+, and * represents convolution, defined as

shown. The following properties are easily verified (see Figure 1).

(i) |/m(x)| < |x| + 1/m, |/;| < 1,/; is bounded for m G Z+.

(n)fm -»/uniformly on R; in fact/m(x) = |x| for |x| > 1/m.

(üi) l/;+iWI > l£(*)l for x G R, m G Z+.

/;+iW

Figure 1

Lemma 3.3. For u G Q(A), u real valued, and m G Z+, we have fm(u) G

Q(A) and

h (/„,(«))=/ (/;(«))2(v«)2^.

Proof. Suppose u G Dom^/f), u real valued. Then/m(u) is continuous and

l/m(")l < M + l/m- For / = 1, .. ., «, (/„,(«)),, = /¿(h)«^ is continuous and

bounded since |/¿| < 1. Also, (/„(«))„ = /¿'("X"*)2 + /«("K* is in 3C

since /¿' is bounded. Hence /„(«) is in Dom(/i).

For m G g(/l)> u real valued,/m(w) is in % since |/m(w)| < |«| + 1/m. We

show now that for i = 1, . .. , n, (/m(w))^ = fm(u)ux,, which is in 3C since

1/J < 1. There exist uk G Dom(H) such that \\uk - u\\ ->0 and ||(«A)^ -

ux || -» 0 as A: -» co, i = 1, . . . , n. We may, and do, assume that uk is real

valued for k G Z+. ||/mK) - /m(«)||2 < wt - u since l/J < 1 so that
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/»(«*)-*/„(«) in X. Also,

/ K/m(«JK-/;(«Ki^

< f iäk)i !(«*)„ - «g * + / i/;("*) - /:(«)i i«g *

< (¿ '<*>* " "-|2 *)  2 + M(/R„|m* " "|2 *)' 2(/r« '"^ *),/:

-►0

as Ac -» oo where M is a bound for /£. Hence we have (/„(«)), = ^,(«)tt-

since/mK)-»/m(w) and (/„(«it)), ->£(«K m ¿¿cd*". <**)• Thus/» G

ß(<4) and the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.4. IfuG Q(A), u real valued, then \u\ G Q(A) andh(\u\) < h(u).

Proof. Fix «£ Q(A), u real valued, and define |(m) = h(fm(u)) for

m G Z+. Since |£| < 1, |(m) < h(u), and since (fm+,)'(") >£(«). «« + 1)

> |(m) for m G Z+. Hence {£(m)} is an increasing bounded sequence which

has a limit L < h(u).

We have ||/m(w) — |w| || ->0 since fm -» | • | uniformly. It suffices to show

*(/„(«) - /*(")) -* 0, which implies that |m| G Q(A) and A(|u|) = L.

If u(x) > 0 and m > Ac, then £(«) >£(«) > 0, 2(/»)2 - 2&(u)fk(u) <

0, and finally,

(/*(«) - /;(«))2 < ca«))2 - U("))2- o)
If w(x) < 0 and m > Ac, then/;(w) < /¿(u) < 0 and similarly (3) holds. Hence

for m, Ac G Z+,

(/*(«) -M»))2 < l(/;(«))2 - U(«))%

But now

£(/*(«) - /„(«)) = / |v»|2U(«) - /;(«))2 dp
yR"

<7   |V«t*KÄ(«))a-U(«))2|il>-0   asm,*-*«>
•'R"

since |(m) is a Cauchy sequence. Hence the lemma is proved.

Conclusion of proof of Proposition 3.1. Finally, for u G Q(A), u real

valued, u+ = (|u|/2) + u/2 and u_ = (|u|/2) - u/2 are in Q(A) and

A>+) + h(u_) = ¿ A-(|«|) + ¿A (|«|, u) + ¿Ä»

+ lA-(H)-lA-(|u|,«)+¿A(t/)

<iÂ"(|u|)+iA(«)<A».

Hence the proof is complete.
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Theorem 3.5. Given the condition of Proposition 3.1, {e ,H} is an Lp-con-

tractive semigroup which is strongly continuous for 1 < p < oo.

Proof. We note that since H(l) = 0, then e~'H(\) = 1. The theorem now

follows from Theorem X.55 in [8] which states that if A is a positive

self adjoint operator on L2(R", dp), p a probability measure, and if e~M is

positivity preserving with e~'A(l) = 1, then e~'A is L^-contractive and, more-

over, the semigroup is strongly continuous for 1 < p < oo.

4. Sobolev generators and hypercontractivity. Suppose that A is a positive

selfadjoint operator on L2(R", dp) where p is a probability measure. We say

that e~'A is a hypercontractive semigroup on the spaces LP(R", dp), 1 < p <

oo, if e~'A is an ZAcontractive semigroup and if there exist constants b > 2,

tb > 0 and C such that

\\e-'^\\ib<C

where   || ' 11/.,?  represents  the norm of an operator from Lp(R", dp) to
L"(Rn,dp).   '

We note that if e_tA is a hypercontractive semigroup, then for p, q G

(1, oo), there exist constants tpq > 0 and Cpq such that if t > tM, then

This is shown, for example, in [8].

There is a useful relationship between hypercontractivity and logarithmic

Sobolev inequalities. We begin with definitions, taken from [4].

For u complex valued and/? G (1, oo), we define up = (sgn «)|«|l'~1,

*|    if u ¥= 0,Ho/Msgn i
10 if u = 0.

For a probability space (R", p) and /> G (1, oo), we call a closed operator A

on Z/(R", ¿/¡u) a Sobolev generator of index p if it is the generator of a

strongly continuous semigroup e_M on L^R", </u) and if for some real

constants c > 0 and y we have

I   |«r ln|«| dp < c Re<(^ + y)u, Up> + ||«||; ln||«||„ (4)

for all m G Dom04), where

O, e> = f   uvdp   and    \\u\\p = If Ju\" dp j     .

We say that c is the Sobolev coefficient and y is the local norm for A.

Suppose 1 < a < b < oo, r G (a, b), and that e~u is a strongly continuous

semigroup on Lr(R", dp) whose restriction to Lp if p > r or closure in Lp if

/? < r is strongly continuous in Lp for all p G (a, b). We say that A is a

Sobolev generator on (a, b) if there are continuous functions c(-) > 0 and
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■y(-) on (a, b) such that for all p G (a, b), the generator in Lp of the

semigroup e-tA is a Sobolev generator of index/» with Sobolev coefficient

c(p) and local norm y(p).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose p is a probability measure on R". Suppose the

Dirichlet form A can be represented by an essentially self adjoint operator H with

Dom(A) = Dom(/0 = {u G C'(Rn) such thatD'hi is bounded for \a\ < 1 and

D'il G % = L2(R", dp) for \a\ = 2}. If {e~'H},el0jao) is apositivity preserving

semigroup and if there exist constants c > 0 and 8 such that

f   \u\Mu\ dp < c f   |V«|24i + ||ti||^n||»||2 +a||a||^ (5)

for all u G Dom(H), then H is a Sobolev generator on [2, oo).

Remark. As in Theorem 3.5, it follows immediately that {e~'H} is an

ZAcontractive semigroup which is strongly continuous for 1 < p < oo.

The proof proceeds as a sequence of lemmas. We set 3), = {u G C'CR")

such that D"u is bounded for \a\ < 1).

Lemma 4.2. For u G ®j, u real valued, andp > 2, we have \u\p/2, up G 25,

and

(   (V(\u\p/2)fdp = ^- f   Vu-Vupdp.
JR" P ~  1     •/R"

Proof. For u G 3)„ u real valued,/» > 2, we have

up/2 when u(x) > 0,
\u\p/2 = .

1 (-«y/2    whenw(x)<0,

d«r% = •

and

' (p/2)u{*-T>'2uXt when «(x) > 0,

- (p/2)( - «)0,_2)/2M;t/    when u(x) < 0,

for i = 1, ..., n. Setting (|«|/'/2)Ai = 0 when u(x) = 0 and using a straight-

forward mean value argument, we see that |m|'/2 G S),.

Similarly,

u"'1 whenu(x)>0,

-(-uf~x    whenw(x)<0,

and

(p - l)«'-2«,. whenw(x) > 0,

(p - IX-uy-2^    when u(x) < 0.

Setting (Up)^ = 0 when u(x) = 0, we see that up G ©, for/? > 2.

(*VU = l
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Finally,

(v(i«r2))2 =

¿ (£)2up-\Ux)2,     M(x)>o,

,f, (f)2(-«y-2K)2,    «(x)<o,

0,        u(jc) = 0,

The lemma follows.

Lemma 4.3. For u G Dom(H), u real valued, and p > 2, we have

fm \u\»in|«| dp <^-Er\ S Vm" v{ltp)dfl + Mp mHI'+ T Mp

- § JZ7J <Hu, up} + \\u\\p Jn||«||, + y ||«||;. (6)

Remark. Note that for u real valued, equation (6) is the same as (4) with

Sobolev coefficient (c/2)(p/(p — 1)) and local norm 48(p — \)/cp2.

Proof. The proof that

[   Vu-V(up)dp = (Hu,upy

is a straightforward integration by parts calculation similar to the one

described in §2.

It is easy to show that 2), c Q(H). So for u G S)„ there exists {uk} c

Dom(H) such that for i = 1, . . ., n, \\uk — u\\2 -»■ 0 and ||(t^L — «fj| -» 0 as

Ac -» oo. Setting

ak - c [   \Vuk\2 dp + \\uk\\2 ln\\uk\\2 + $K||2,
-'r"

a = c f   |V«|2^+||u||2ln||«||2 + 5||t/||2
■'R"

we see that ak^> a as Ac -> oo since x2 In x is continuous on [0, oo) (here

x2 In x is defined to be 0 if x = 0).

We set

h= i  kl ta|«*l dV-
JR?

Since (5) holds for uk and since x In x > — 1 for x G [0, oo), it follows that

— 1 < bk < ak for Ac G Z+. Hence {bk} has a subsequence converging to b

where — 1 < b < a. We assume without loss of generality that the entire

sequence converges to b.
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Since uk-*u in %, some subsequence converges to u almost everywhere.

We assume that the sequence converges almost everywhere to u. Using

Fatou's lemma for |u¿|ln|i/¿| + 1 > 0, we have

f   \u\2 ln|ti| dp + 1 <   lim   f (\uk\2 ]n\uk\ + l) dp
K fc->00        K

= b + 1 < a + 1.

Hence for m G Î5„ (5) holds.

For u G Dom(H), u real valued, p > 2 we have |m|,,/2 G ©,. Substituting

|«I'/2 into (5), then (6) follows.

Lemma 4.4. For p > 2, we define Dorn^/O = {u G Dom(//) îwcA îAû/

Äw G L'(R", dju)}. H is closable on Doul///) as an operator on LP(R", dp).

For p > 2, we denote by Hp the p closure of H. Then (6) holds for all real

valued u G Dom(Hp), p > 2.

Proof. Suppose {at} c Do^/Y), p > 2, and «*-»0, Huk-*v in

LP(R", dp). Since LP(R", dp) is continuously imbedded in %, wA -» 0 and

Huk -» e in %. But H is closable on %, so e = 0. Hence H is closable on

DonipiH) as an operator on LP(R", dp).

Suppose u G Dom(Hp), p > 2, and u is real valued. There exist uk real

valued in Dom///") such that ||u* - u\\p -> 0 and \\Huk - Hpu\\p -> 0. We set

w = Hpu.

For ^ = p/(p — 1), ©-» e^,  is a homeomorphism from LP(R", dp) to

L«(R", ¿m)- Thus

\{Huk, (uk)py - <w, up>\

< \{Huk, (uk)p) - (Huk, up>\ + \{Huk, up/ - <w, ^>|

< »AfcUM - «fell« + B«fc - HUI^II,-»0   asAc^oo.
Hence

f j4y <"«*, («*),> + Kll£ InlKH, + y H^HJ

-» f jér <#,", "„> + ll«li; ln||"ll, + J ll«li;   as Ac -» oo.

The lemma follows similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Corollary 2.1 in [4] states that if H is a Sobolev

generator on (a, b) with the exception that (6) holds only for nonnegative

u G T>on\{Hp), p G (a, b), and if e~ is positivity preserving, then a is a

Sobolev generator on (a, b) and (6) holds for all « G Dom(Hp). Hence the

theorem follows.

Theorem 1 in [4] states the following: let A be a Sobolev generator on (a, b)

with Sobolev coefficient function c(-) and local norm function y(-). For each
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q G (a, b) let/>(i, q) be the solution of the initial value problem

c(p) ^ = P>   P(°> q)-q,       t>0,

and let

M(t, q) = [' y(p(s, q)) ds.

p{t, q) and M(t, q) are both defined as long asp(t, q) < b. Then

We use this theorem, which can easily be extended to apply to a Sobolev

generator on an interval of the form [a, b), to prove the following theorem on

hypercontractivity.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose dp = ß2 dx is a probability measure on R" where ß is

a strictly positive function. Suppose the Dirichlet form A can be represented by

an essentially self adjoint operator H with Dom(A) = Dom(i/) = {u G C'íR")

such that Dau is bounded for \a\ < 1 and D°u G % = L2(R", dp) for \a\ = 2}.

If there exist constants c > 0 and 8 such that

f   \u\2 ln|«| dp < c  f   |Vw|2¿M+|H2m||«||2+0||M||2

for all u G T)om(H), then H generates a hypercontractive semigroup on the

spaces Lp(Rn, dp), 1 < p < oo.

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, {e~'H} is an //-contractive semigroup. Consider

Theorem 1 in [4] with

,  v      c      p .  .      48(p - 1)
c(p) ■ T t^T'    y(p) = -^iL^—L

The solution of

2 P-V       ,Kr' cp2

c{p)^ = P,      p(0) = 2,

increases without bound as t -» oo. In particular, there exists r, such that

/?(/,) = 4. Also,

-2

J0

so that

M(tv 2) = f2 ,(/>(*)) ds < oo
^o

\\e-'<H\\i4<eM<-'»2) < oo.

Corollary 4.6. Gi'een the conditions of Theorem 3.5, H is a Sobolev

generator on {I, oo).
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Proof. It is shown in [4] that the generator of a hypercontractive semi-

group is a Sobolev generator on (1, oo).

Remark. The results of this section generalize the domain requirements of

Theorem 6 in [4]. An examination of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 will

reveal that the theorems are valid on the more restrictive domain Dom(A) =

Dom(H) = {« G C2(R") such that D°u is bounded for |a| < 2} used in [4].

5. Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. We develop in this section conditions

on a probability measure so that the conditions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied,

in which case a hypercontractive semigroup is generated.

We define !91t to be the set of all measures u on R" such that dp = ß2 dx

where ß satisfies

(i) ß G C'(R"), ß(x) > 0 for all x G R",

(ü) D"Q G L2ÇR", dx) for |a| < 2,

(iii) /R.ß2 dx = 1,

(iv) V~ G LP(R", dx) where V = Aß/ß for some/» > 2,p > n/2,

(v) ß is bounded,

(vi) x,ß G L2(R", dx), i - 1.n,

(vii) there exist constants c > 1 and ß such that (cV + In ß — ß)~ G

LP(R", dx) for some/» > 2,p > n/2.

Remark. Conditions (vi) and (vii) are decay conditions. The latter can be

satisfied, for example, by requiring cF + In ß > /? for |x| > R and V G

Lp({x such that |x| < R}), which is essentially the same as the decay

condition in [2].

For p G 911, we set % = L2(R", dp) with inner product < • , -^ and

norm || • ||. We set

h(u, e)=f   Vu-'Vl, dp,       Hu = -Au-2V0-V"

for «, e G Dom(A) = Dom(H) = {u G C'(R) such that D°u is bounded for

|a| < 1 and Dau G % for |«| = 2}.

We see from §2 that H is an essentially selfadjoint operator which repre-

sents the Dirichlet form A. By Theorem 3.5, H is the generator of an

L'-contractive semigroup. The additional conditions (v), (vi) and (vii) will

insure that H generates a hypercontractive semigroup.

Theorem 5.1. For u G I>om(H), there exists 8 such that

f   |«|2ln|«|¿,i<c/"   |Vu|2¿a+||M||2m||«|| + S|H2. (7)

Hence H is the generator of a hypercontractive semigroup on the spaces

LP(R", dp), 1 < p < oo.

The proof follows as a sequence of lemmas.
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Lemma 5.2. For u G Dom(H), ^ - Qu,f - xpe^/4 = Que*1'4, we have

(2v)-n/2f   \f\2hi\f\e-^2dx<{2-n)-n/2(   \Vf\2 e'^2 dx
R" R"

+ j(2?r)-',/7Ra |/|2e-2/2 dx ln((2W)-/2/R> |/|2 e~^2 dx).       (8)

Proof. Equation (8) is Gross' logarithmic Sobolev inequality for Gauss

measure (Corollary 4.2 in [4]) which requires only that / have weak gradient

in   Lp(Rn,   {2m)-n/2e-xi/2 dx).   Since  fx.   = ß^ue^4   + O«,.«*2'4   +

ß«(x,/2)ex2/4 and x,ß G L2(R", dx), i = 1, .'. ., n, the lemma follows.

Note that since |x|2 ln|x| > — 1 for all x, we have

f   | l/l2 ln|/| \e~*'2 dx < oo.

Since

/   ||*|2lnM|dx< f   ||/|2ln|/||€-^/2dx +/   |*|2^dx

t l^l2 T * < "•

we have also

f   | M2 ln|*| | dx < co

for all ^ G ß Dom(i/). In particular, for ¡p = ß we have

f   Iß2 In ß| dx < oo.

Lemma 5.3. There exists y, swcA that for \p — ß«, u G Dom(/f),

f   |^|2ln|^|dx< f   |V*|2rfx+|   f   \*\2dxhÁ\   \M2dx)
JR" JR" ¿   JR" \JRn )

+ rj M2dx. (9)

Proof. We have

f  \V{rpe^A)\2e-^2dx
JR"

= [   \V^\2dx+f   ±.V(\M2)dx + f   \*\2^dx
^Dfl J »Al        ,¿ R" "

-/   |V^|2dx - | J\ |^|2dx + /   M2 ̂  dx,
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noting that for i = 1, ..., n, the equality

/ x,.(h/n,¿x = -r \M2dx
JR" JR"

is a straightforward integration by parts calculation similar to the one

described in §2. Hence substituting / = \pe^/4 into (8), we obtain (9) with

y, = (B/2X1 + 5 1° 2»).

Lemma 5.4. There exists y2 such that for all yp G ß T>om(H),

f   [ (c - 1)|V*p\2 + (cV + y2 + In ß)|i/f] dx > 0. (10)
■Ag"

Proof. We set

fF = (cV + In ß - ß )/ (c - 1).

Proposition 6.4 in [3] states that if / G LP(R", dx) for some p > 2,p > n/2,

then the form associated with/,

'lOk <P) = ( .%><**
■TP

is a relatively small perturbation of the Dirichlet form t, associated with the

self adjoint operator -A on L2(R", dx). Theorem VT-(1.33) in [5] implies that

if a form / is bounded from below and if a symmetric form tx is a relatively

small pertubation of t, then the form / + f, is bounded from below. Thus,

setting/ = W~,we have t + r, bounded from below, by, say, a.

We know that ß Dom(H) is contained in Dom(r) since \p G ß Dom(/f)

has weak first derivatives in L2(R", dx). In addition, for \p = ßu, u G

Dom(H),

f   |F||^|2¿x=r   |«|2
Aß

ß2 dx < oo,
ß

f   I \ip\2 In Q| dx = f   |«|2|ß2lnß|u!x< oo
JR" JR

so that ß T>om(H) c Dom(/,). Hence

f   (\Vxp\2 + W\xp\2) dx > (t + tjixp) + [   W+\¡p\2dx>a[   |^|2 dx
R" R" R"

and the lemma follows with y2 = — ß - (c — \)a.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We can integrate by parts to obtain

f    Vxp-V~<pdx= -<A^,<p>dx
JRn

for all <p, \p G ß Dom(//). It should be noted that this integration by parts

does not necessarily follow with weaker smoothness conditions on ß.
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Now we have for u G Dom(/f ), \p = Qu,

f   \Vu\2 dp = (Hu, «>^ = (Sip, ̂  = f   (\Vip\2 + F|*|2 )dx.
JR" JR"

Hence adding (9) and (10), we obtain

cf   \Vu\2dp = c(   (\Vxp\2 + V\ip\2) dx

> fv |*|2 In|*| dx - I /Rn |*|2 dx ln(/Rn |*|2 dx)

+ [  (-Y, - Y2-lnß)|^|2dx

= /   |u|2 ]n|«| dp + f   \u\2 (In 0) dp - \ f   |«|2duln(r   \u\2 dp)
JR" JR" ¿   JR" \JR" ]

-(Yi + Ti)/"   l"|2^-f   |«|2lnßdu.
•'R" •'R"

We note that all terms are finite. The inequality (7) follows with 8 = — (yi

+ Y2)- That H generates a hypercontractive semigroup follows from Theorem

4.5. Hence the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete.

Remark. It can be shown that for measures dp = ß2 dx on R1, where ß

satisfies essentially the same decay conditions described in this section but

where ß' has a simple jump discontinuity, the associated selfadjoint operator

generates a hypercontractive semigroup. The only major difference in the

proof is that the operator inequality in Lemma 3.4 has to be replaced by a

form inequality which accounts for the discontinuity.

Also, measures can be exhibited on R1 with support [0, 1] such that the

associated operator generates a hypercontractive semigroup. The decay con-

ditions are replaced by boundary conditions on ß at 0 and 1. An example is

the measure dp = ß2 dx where ß(x) = (30)1/2x(l - x) on [0, 1], ß(x) = 0

otherwise.

Remark. By placing more restrictive decay conditions on measures similar

to Eckmann's, J. Rosen [10] obtained a class of measures for which the

corresponding semigroup of operators is supercontractive, i.e. for 1 </»,

q < oo, H«?-'"!!,,, < oo for all t > 0.

It seems reasonable to assume that by similarly restricting the measures

discussed in this paper, while retaining the weak differentiability conditions,

we could obtain a class of supercontractive semigroups.

We conclude with an example of a measure on R1 such that the associated

operator generates an L^-contractive semigroup which fails to be hyper-

contractive.

We remarked at the end of §2 that the operator H associated with the
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Dirichlet form for the measure dp = e-2'*1 dx is essentially self adjoint with

Vom(H) = {« G C'(R) such that «, u' are bounded, m" G % = L2(R, du)}.

By Theorem 3.5, H generates an L^-contractive semigroup. As mentioned in

the proof of Corollary 4.6, if H generates a hypercontractive semigroup, then

H is a Sobolev generator on [1, oo). In particular, there exist constants c > 0

and 8 such that for u G Dom(//),

c(Hu, u)>j \u\2 ln|u| dp-\ j \u\2 dp ln( f \u\2 dp) + sf \u\2 dp.

For \p G ß Dom(H) with compact support away from the origin, this can be

written

c f (l^/'l2 + V\,p\2) dx> [ \xp\2 hx\ip\ dx- f \xp\2 In ß dx
JR JR JR

- I £ M2 dx ln(/R \tf dx) + 8 Jr |*|2 dx. (11)

We fix a nonzero \p G C0°°(0, 1) and define ^„(x) = \p(x — n). Recalling

that V = 1, we see that as n -» oo, all terms of (11) remain fixed except

\\pny- In ß dx = I        |^J2 xdx->oo    as«-*oo.
R Jn

Hence (11) cannot hold and H does not generate a hypercontractive semi-

group. Note that ß = e-|x| fails to satisfy condition (vii) of this section.
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